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Kevin E. West enjoys a distinguished career as an actor, athlete, author, leader,
and communication skills, Kevin’s central theme has always been related to the
complexities of pro-active communication, efficiency protocol, and overcoming
the psychological fears that bind. When Kevin speaks it is often raw, deeply
personal and yet he connects deeply with each individual in the room.
Kevin’s 30-year career led him to become the founder of an award-winning
organization: The Actor’s Network. An organization helping today’s actors learn
about the business of acting and how to realize the greatest success without
repeating the mistakes of others. The Actor’s Network brings some of the most
compelling personalities, including artists, authors, media personalities and
sports icons. Kevin is an author of two-life changing books and he continues
to pen his words in his upcoming book series, Kevin’s Dictionary. Columns and
videos can be found throughout numerous online and print media platforms.
As an Emmy-Award winning entertainer, Kevin is a regular contributor to National
publications and has appeared on NBC, ABC, CBS, FOX, TNT, and Showtime.
Kevin also has performed significant work on the radio, offering contributing
commentary from his ability to identify vulnerability from Corporate to the
individual. His humble beginnings belie his Resume as it reads more like the

Kevin draws his audiences into the
space of willing surrender and delivers
a precise dose of core understanding!

and motivational speaker. A consultant and coach in the areas of leadership

movie, Deliverance.
A much sough-after motivational speaker, Kevin
delivers communication and leadership workshops
for a variety of clients in the corporate and non-profit
sectors. His hands-on professional development
and executive programs, which Kevin has developed
to help today’s professional reach their potential as
leaders. From the back woods of rural Nashville, to
looking like Tom Sawyer fishing for catfish at the age
of 12 to shooting Emmy-Award Winning television
shows, Kevin speaks unabashedly from his core about
the crucial importance of communication skills.
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